Pulsing electromagnetic field stimulation of the in vitro growth plate.
Specific pulsing electromagnetic fields (PEMFs) have been used to stimulate growth and repair of osteogenic tissues; however, the basis for this specificity is unknown. Previously, we determined the relevant electromagnetic field parameters of the clinically used PEMF and independently verified the beneficial effects of PEMFs on the rabbit fibula fracture healing model. The goal of the present study was to develop an in vitro model that would permit the effectiveness of various electric and magnetic field components of the PEMF to be determined. The costochondral junction (CCJ) of the 21-day-old rat was exposed in vitro to PEMFs with various electric and magnetic field component amplitudes. Response of this model to PEMFs was determined by nondestructive macrophotographic measurement of CCJ growth. Preliminary data indicated that temperature effects were present in this in vitro system. Subsequent experiments designed to separate the effects of temperature and PEMFs on the growth of CCJs in tissue culture were performed. Results indicate that accurate and frequent temperature measurements must be made for in vitro models being used to study effects of PEMFs. Small temperature differences induced by the coils used to produce PEMFs in the CCJ experimental system can have significant stimulatory effects, and the combined effects of temperature and PEMFs are not linearly additive in this model. Furthermore, our results suggest that thermal and PEMF stimuli could affect macrophotographically measured growth of the CCJ by separate mechanisms or could have a synergistic effect. Therefore, PEMF stimulation experiments should be performed under strictly "athermal" conditions.